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Less Doing
More Meaning

One hour planner

An invitation to slow down and soak up the
special moments this season has to offer



BIBLE STUDY +  FAITHFUL LIVING

Welcome!

Diana

...and that child was born into a world that had
its political tensions, cultural clashes and busy
tendencies as well! I believe Jesus knows right 

"For unto us a child is born..."

Can you set aside one hour to work through this simple planner 
and make the most of Christmas 2022?

Let's Go!

Date___________  Time_____________  Place___________________________
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where we are and He understands the challenge of slowing down, and all that keeps us
from receiving His love afresh this season.

So, don't be too hard on yourself! And let's work together to slow down a bit, do a little
less, and receive the most meaning possible in this joyous season!

For unto us a child is born! Emmanuel, God with us! He is near, He is filled with love, and
He is so good. Let's seek Him together this Christmas!



If we put what's most important in front of us, it
becomes easier to avoid the lesser things.

WHAT WOULD I LIKE TO DO MORE OF THIS CHRISTMAS?
Circle all that apply:

Time with family                         

Homemade gifts                

Baking

Candy making

Card making                 

Shopping done early             

Home cooking

Crafts with kids                  

Read a Christmas devotional       

Time with friends         

Go to a concert or production   

Visit an elderly friend or relative              

Watch holiday movies                

Sit in front of the tree

Attend church               

Serve others                    

Go caroling

Start a new tradition  

Ask for help              

Spend less money               

Remember the meaning

Rushing around             

Spending too much time in line                

Staying up too late           

Stress eating

Spending out of guilt          

Time sitting in traffic 

Not praying or worshiping

No down time 

Opting for fast food / takeout meals 

Being distracted at gatherings / with family

Leaving connection with God for last 

Lacking peace or joy 

Feeling irritable / on edge

Wondering what it's all for

CAN I SHARE THIS WITH A FRIEND?
Yes, please do! And if they sign up at www.DianaKokku.com, they'll receive helpful emails too!

Guiding Values

WHAT WOULD I LIKE TO DO LESS OF THIS CHRISTMAS?
Circle all that apply:
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Write a few reflections here!

QUESTION

QUESTION

QUESTION

QUESTION

If I could have lunch, coffee or a Zoom
date with one person, it would be...

If I would send one handwritten note
or card to someone, it would be...

The most important tradition to me,
or the one I would like to start, is...

It absolutely wouldn't be Christmas
if we didn't...

Answer

Answer

Answer

Answer

Values Continued...
MY TOP 3 VALUES THIS YEAR

1 2 3

Examples: Peace, joy, simplicity, adventure, connection, spontaneity, creativity, frugality, etc...
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What do THEY want this year?

We can't make anyone happy, but we can create an environment where happiness is
more likely to occur. 

Now that you've decided what you'd like to do more and less of this year, why not
ask your family, too? 

We generally assume we know what each child and family members wants to do,
but sometimes this changes without us even knowing it!

A good way to survey them is to ask these two questions:

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE CHRISTMAS TRADITION?

You may already know the answers and you may not! Use the space below to
take notes if you'd like!

WHAT ONE THING DO YOU DEFINITELY WANT TO DO THIS YEAR?

NAME                            THOUGHTS                               
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SHOULD
What if we replaced

A tactic for managing the expectations of others with our own desires for this year.

The Holiday Word Game

My sister's friend Dawn has often said, "What if we replaced should with could?"

This is especially relevant during the Holidays when we feel like we should try our

best to meet the expectations of others. We should give really thoughtful gifts, we

should help everyone in need, we should volunteer for our children's Christmas

play and we should host the event that we always do.

But what if we replaced each should this year with could? I could give really

thoughtful gifts, I could help everyone in need, I could volunteer at my children's

Christmas play and I could host the event. Now you have the ability to make the

choice that is best for you and your family this season.

The funny thing I've noticed about this, is that it changes from year to year! The

party I enjoyed hosting three years ago now feels like a burden. By regaining our

ability to choose, we can look at the particular dynamics of this year, and how

much time and bandwidth we have, and make decisions accordingly.

COULD
with
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Office Secret Santa (if it's not meaningful to you)

Gifts for adults in the family (this depends on the family!)
Or, for those who love gifts, consider a white elephant,                             
gift card, or generic gift exchange (rules included!)

Teenagers
Teachers & service providers
Extended family
Gift exchanges

Office or business parties
Girlfriend get togethers
Extended family parties
Club or social group gatherings

WHO ON MY LIST WOULD APPRECIATE
RECEIVING A GIFT CARD?

WHAT GET TOGETHERS CAN I SCHEDULE
AFTER THE NEW YEAR?

WHAT GIFT EXCHANGES OR GATHERINGS 
CAN I TACTFULLY OPT OUT OF? Notes:

Important: start these communications 

with family and coworkers EARLY!!!

This may be the trickiest page, but also one of the most
important. Let's dig in here and see what things we can simplify!

Less Doing
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Simply Christmas by Tama Fortner
Prepare Him Room by Susie Larson

Christmas devotional books or apps on your phone can be a perfect way
to fit Jesus into your day. Leave the book in a visible spot so that you can
take a moment each day (or a few times a week) or start a plan online that
will send you reminders. A few favorites include: 

WHERE IS JESUS IN MY DAY?

This can be beautiful figurines, an heirloom that you display, a children's
play nativity set, or even printable or cardboard cutouts. The quality is
not the key! Remembering Jesus and the simplicity of His coming is our
goal. 

Do you have a physical reminder of this among your Christmas
decor?

WHERE IS THE NATIVITY IN MY HOME?

WHERE IS THE CHRISTMAS STORY IN MY SPACE?
Sometimes the simplest stories strike our hearts the most. Do you have a
children's book or a Bible that you can read from? If you're using a Bible,
look up the passages below. Then take time to read the story at the dinner
table, near the tree or before bed. And each time, take a moment to thank
the Lord for the gift of Jesus and ask Him to reveal His great love in a
deeper way!

Read: Luke 1-2 and Matthew 1-2

An invitation to slow down and soak up the
special moments this season has to offer!

More Meaning
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More Meaning

Who do you currently support and help during the holidays? Is there
more that you'd like to do this year? Ideas include: neighbors,
grandparents, teachers, pastors, adopting a family in need, filling
shoe boxes for Operation Christmas Child, giving toys and gift cards
to those without, serving at shelters and other outreach
organizations.

Who could we help this year: _____________________________________

WHO DO WE WANT TO BLESS OR HELP?

When will you put up your Christmas tree? Do you have existing
traditions around this? -or- New traditions that you'd like to start?

Date: _____________________

Tradition(s): ______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

WHEN WILL WE PUT UP & DECORATE THE TREE?

WHAT ELSE DO WE WANT TO DO OR READ?

Crafts
Christmas books
Family devotions

What have you always wanted to do but gets lost in the bustle? 

One thing we'll do this year: _____________________________________

What do we want to do more of this year? IN
TE

N
TI

O
N

S

Make gingerbread houses
Send a Christmas letter
Volunteer

2022
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Grieving Through the Holidays

Loss greatly colors how we look at the holiday season. No matter how many months
or years have passed, Christmas is a difficult time that reminds us of who is and is
not celebrating with us.

This quote from David Kessler continues to stand out to me:

"Each person’s grief is as unique as their fingerprint. But what everyone has in
common is that no matter how they grieve, they share a need for their grief to be
witnessed. That doesn’t mean needing someone to try to lessen it or reframe it for them.
The need is for someone to be fully present to the magnitude of their loss without trying
to point out the silver lining."

Therapist Jim Otremba has offered these suggestions:

1) Give yourself permission to cut back on activities and gatherings. Grief requires time  
 and space.

2) Who can witness your grief? While you may not feel up to your regular traditions, try
not to isolate yourself. Do you have a trusted friend who will listen? Prioritize time with
them.

3) Find a way to memorialize your loved one. How will you acknowledge and remember
your loved one this holiday season?

I can't help but share a little more from David Kessler on the next page...

WHAT IF IT DOESN'T FEEL LIKE THE MOST WONDERFUL
TIME OF THE YEAR?

WWW.D I ANAKOKKU .COM
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"I was touring in Australia when I met a researcher who told me about the work she was
doing to study the way of life in the northern indigenous villages of Australia. One of the
villagers told her that the night someone dies, everyone in the village moves a piece of
furniture or something else into their yard. The next day, when the bereaved family wakes
up and looks outside, they see that everything has changed since their loved one died—
not just for them but for everyone. That’s how these communities witness, and mirror,
grief. They are showing in a tangible way that someone’s death matters. The loss is made
visible.

In this country, too, it was once common for us to come together as a community to bear
witness to the grief experienced when a loved one died. But in our current culture, the
mourner is made to feel that though his or her own world has been shattered, everyone
else’s world goes on as if nothing has changed. There are too few rituals to commemorate
mourning, and too little time allotted to it."

I'm sorry that our culture doesn't do a better job of acknowledging what you're going
through, and I would not be surprised if you also feel like the world has moved on
without you. I wish there was more that we could do to help! Please know that we're
thinking about you. - Dawn

Excerpt from Lithub.com "Our Experience of Grief is as Unique as a Fingerprint" article
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ONE HOUR POWER DECLUTTER

 Set a timer on your phone for one hour. Try not to get caught in any one area for an
extended length of time.
 Do your best to not overthink and move quickly. If you get stuck on an item, toss it in
the bin for later. Our goal here is to clear out the clutter and do a mini home reset.
 At the end of the time: Put the black bag(s) straight in the trash, donation box in your
car, and bin in the garage or storage area.

1.

2.

3.

THE PLAN:

1 BAG

This is for trash. This bag
is black so that we (and our

family) don't see things
and second guess!  

1 BOX

This is for donations. Make
sure it's a box that you can

give away (with the contents)
to the donation center.

1 BIN

This is "time will tell."
Not sure if you need those
old shoes or old toy? Toss
it in here & store it away!

Need help? Some people find it helpful to put on Minimal Mom YouTube
videos before or while decluttering for inspiration and even more practical tips!

Let's do our best to start with a clean slate! This is the perfect
opportunity to purge a little and make room for what matters most!

Less to Manage
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Here's a fun way to declutter that gets the kids involved!
Put your Elf on the Shelf to work to help donate one item each day!

MAKE YOUR ELF ON THE SHELF

Remember that we're all at different places in our ability to part with our
things and that's okay! Be patient with kids and family members and
modify as needed. Some kids may need to know that toys are just going
into a storage bin or they may need us to put a few bows on our things to
let them know that we're all in this together! 

A QUICK NOTE...

STEP 1
Grab a bag of bows and

print the arrival letter at
the end of this planner.

STEP 2
Each day have kids put a

bow on an item or toy that
they would like to donate.

STEP 3
Move those items out of

sight quickly to make more
room for what matters

most! 

Get the Kids Involved

work for you!
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Just search "Minute To Win It" games online for more games!

Wrap up 5 clothing boxes (all the same size)
and put a graduated number of small bells in
each one. The first will have 1, then 2, then 4, 8
and 16. Each person gets 30 seconds to shake
the boxes and stack them in the right order,
least to most!

JINGLE BELL BOXES

MARSHMALLOW TOWERS

REINDEER ANTLERS

Everyone gets a stack of tooth picks and a pile
of marshmallows to construct the tallest tower.
Set the timer for 7 or 10 minutes and see how
high your elf engineers can go!

Each team gets several balloons and a pair of
panty hose from the dollar store. The goal is to
see who can inflate their balloons, stuff them
in the hose and get a functional pair of antlers
on their head first!

Here are a few favorite Minute To Win It games to bring laughter and fun to
any gathering! You'll find that these simple games bring the whole family

together, and the prep time is minimal!

More Fun

WWW.D I ANAKOKKU .COM
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List out games or activities that you'd like to do here.

GAME OR ACTIV ITY :                         SUPPLIES NEEDED:                                 

More Fun
2022
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Here is some "swipe copy" to use when opting out of gift exchanges:

"Thanks for inviting me to the gift exchange. My husband and I decided that we’re only exchanging
gifts with immediate family this year. We hope you'll still do it without us!"

“I’ve always enjoyed exchanging gifts with you, I especially liked the {insert past gift here} you gave
me. But I was thinking, how about this year we go out to lunch instead of exchanging gifts? After all,
you're one of my favorite people to spend time with!”

“We were wondering if we could start a new tradition this year? Instead of doing a traditional gift
exchange, could we do {insert alternative here), we think it would be a lot of fun!”

“I know we do this exchange every year, but this year we’ve decided to try and help this family that
isn’t able to buy any gifts for their own kids. We’re going to funnel as much of our Holiday budget
that way as possible.”

You wouldn't know this, but I've been working really hard to declutter our home this past year or so. I
definitely have a different awareness of what comes in and out now! Will you understand if I skip the
gift exchange this year?"

“Are you like me? Do you feel like you spent so much time Christmas shopping and worrying about
what to get everyone that you didn’t even get to enjoy the season last year? I was thinking of cutting
back this year.” 

“I'm not sure if you've seen our toy room lately, but it's overflowing! The kids don't need any more
toys, but they LOVE spending time with you! Would you consider gifting them {insert experience gift
here}?”

ONE | TRY TO GET TO THE ORGANIZER FIRST: If the same person organizes the gift exchange every year, talk
with them first before you’re being asked to put your name in the hat.

TWO | HOLD YOUR GROUND: There may be a person who pushes back against your decision, unfortunately this
is to be expected, but hold your ground! You’ve made this decision for a reason, most likely it is what is best for
you (and your family) right now. This will blow over and something else will take center stage before long.

THREE | THERE IS ALWAYS NEXT YEAR: …and it will be here before we know it! If you don’t win every battle
this year, just do your best and plan to make more ground next year. 

Opting Out of Gift Exchanges
A Few Tips:



NAME:                                         GIFT:
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And now we get to the big investment of time, energy and money! On the
following page you'll find gift ideas that can be used and used up. Use this

space to write down everyone on your list!

Gift Giving
2022
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NAME:                                         GIFT:

DON'T FORGET:
Teachers

Coworkers / Employees

Service Providers

Pastors

Neighbors

Out-of-Town Family or Friends



NAME:                                     
GIFT                                                     STORE                                                          COST         PURCHASED  WRAPPED

TOTAL        

GIFT LIST

NAME:                                     
GIFT                                                     STORE                                                          COST         PURCHASED  WRAPPED

TOTAL        

NAME:                                     
GIFT                                                     STORE                                                          COST         PURCHASED  WRAPPED

TOTAL        
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GIFT LIST
EXTENDED FAMILY                                    
NAME                              G IFT                                STORE                                COST   PU

RC
HA
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EL
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FRIENDS & COWORKERS                                    

TEACHERS & SERVICE PROVIDERS                                   
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2022

Trades of Hope

Empowered Goods 

Mercy House Global

Make a donation in their honor

Locally roasted coffee 

Single pour over mug

Coffee grinder

A GOOD CAUSE A GOOD COFFEE

Storyworth subscription

Memory book

Framed photo

GRANDPARENTS

Code names

Bananagrams

Rummikub

Happy Salmon

Becoming Mrs. Lewis

Clean Paleo One Pot Meals

Any devotional book

Cook Once Eat All Week

A GOOD GAME A GOOD BOOK

Inside Shark Tank Book 

Meat Market gift card

Shave Club subscription

Professional car detail

GUYS

Bubble bath or soap

Green Toys bathtub toys

Box of craft supplies

Play-doh

Sephora gift box

Journal & pens

Calligraphy set

Target, Amazon, Apple, Google

Play, etc, gift cards

KIDS TEEN GIRLS

Paper Sunday planner 

Daily devotional / journal

Earrings

Tea, coffee, candles

GALS

Also check out our Gift Guide videos at:

Gifts Ideas for Everyone!

WWW.D I ANAKOKKU .COM

The Minimal Mom          Diana Kokku



The zoo
Amusement park
Movie theater
Go out to eat
Bake together
Craft together
Nature hike
Scavenger hunt
Sporting event 
Musical concert 
Ballet tickets
Escape room tickets
Indoor sky diving
Game night

 

EXPERIENCES:                                     

Take a class together
Reading time at the library
Cook together
Have a sleepover
Camping trip
Bowling passes
Ice skating passes
Indoor trampoline passes
Rock wall passes
Batting cages
Mini golf
Movie night 
Visit a distant playground
Photography class

Play-Doh
Craft supplies
Baking supplies
Art kit
Science kit
Activity books
S'mores kit
Stationary
Journals

CONSUMABLE GIFTS:                                     
Subscription boxes for Kids
Bubble bath & bath bombs
Local book store gift cards
Restaurant gift cards
Spa or pedicure gift cards
Audible gift card
Kindle gift card
Spotify or Apple Music gift cards

 

After-school sports
Music lessons
Ballet or dance classes
Horseback riding lessons
Sewing class
Pottery class
Swim lessons
Karate lessons
Video game creation lessons
Cooking classes
Pottery class

 

Surf swing
Explorer kit
Bug collection kit
Climbing dome
Telescope
Gardening kit
Walkie-talkies

OUTDOOR GIFTS:                                     
Outdoor butterfly garden
Tent & sleeping bag
Outdoor kitchen supplies
Outdoor fairy garden
Stomp rocket launcher
Sandbox toys

 

Clutter Free Gift Ideas for Kids
2022
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https://amzn.to/2zSpQOF
https://amzn.to/2ZIdpzK
https://amzn.to/2MTiMtX
https://sl290.isrefer.com/go/kcrf/selfsufficientkids/


Guided Wish List For Kids
2022

Something to wear: 

Here is a simple way to limit gifts and set expectations for kids! Give each
child a sheet, and share the list with other gift giving family & friends!

WWW.D I ANAKOKKU .COM

Something you want: 

Something you need: Something to do: 

Something to read:

Name:__________



Stocking Stuffer Ideas

Bubble bath
Bath bombs & color tabs
Favorite drink
Hot chocolate
Activity book
Stickers
Glow sticks

 

YOUNGER KIDS:                                     

Card game
Hair accessories
Socks
Framed photo
Small photo album
Character Band-Aids
Washi tape

Bath bombs
Hot chocolate
Favorite drink
Journal
Planner stickers
Coffee gift card
Colored pens

 

TEENS:                                     

Craft soda in a glass bottle
LED lights for their room
Nail stickers & nail wraps
Socks
Jewelry
Key chain
Framed photo

 

Coffee gift card
Card game
Face masks
Framed photo
Reusable straws
Movie tickets
Post-it notes
Coffee or tea

 

YOUNG ADULTS:                                     

Christmas ornament
Quality chocolate
Spices or seasonings
Hot chocolate
Note cards
Travel mug
Energy bars
Earrings

 

*Remember: Just because you've "always" done stockings doesn't mean that
you HAVE TO continue the tradition! You can stop at any time!

Teen coloring book
Shaped Post-it notes
Mini fairy lights
Water bottle stickers

 

Small craft kits
New toothbrush
Christmas ornament

WWW.D I ANAKOKKU .COM
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Stocking Planner

I D EAS :       

NAME:           
            

            
  

I D EAS :       

NAME:           
            

            
  

I D EAS :       

NAME:           
            

            
  

I D EAS :       

NAME:           
            

            
  

2022
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GIFTS FOOD

GATHERINGS

DECOR

CARDS

MISC

TRAVEL

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

TOTAL:TOTAL:TOTAL:

Name                              Amount

TOTAL BUDGET AMOUNT:   $         

GRAND TOTAL:  $            

Photography                           

Printing

Postage

Paper Goods

Minute To Win It Games

Gift Wrap

Holiday Events

Live TreeBaking Supplies

This year, "let the budget be the bad guy!" Meaning, you can opt out of gift
exchanges or simplify gatherings to fit your budget and not go overboard!

Budget Planner

WWW.D I ANAKOKKU .COM
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CHRISTMAS CARDS

DECORATE

COORDINATE GATHERINGS

BAKE OR CRAFT

CLEAN & DECLUTTER

WRAP PRESENTS

Take photos
Design & order cards
Stuff & mail

Text or call family & friends
Make gift giving wishes known

Put up the tree!
Put up Christmas lights
Decorate

Bake or candy making
Homemade gifts or cards

Purchase supplies
Wrap it all up!

One hour power declutter
Clean common areas before
decorating

ORDER & SHOP

BUY GROCERIES

CHRISTMAS PRODUCTIONS

CHURCH SERVICES

MEAL PLAN

SIT & ENJOY

Order online or use order pickup
Be realistic about how much time
you need!

School programs
Special concerts or events

Try to use familiar recipes 
Get it down all in one place

Order groceries when possible
Schedule time to cook & bake

Weekend services
Christmas Service

Schedule time for that devotional
& with people who refresh you
Make time to sit around your tree!

This is A LOT to add to an already full schedule... 
Are there 1-3 items you can
Place an E, D, or S over these items!

eliminate, delegate or simplify?

Circle all that apply. The next step will be to add them to the calendar.

Important Tasks

WWW.D I ANAKOKKU .COM
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MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAYSUNDAY

131 2 3 4 5

7 8 9 10 11 126

14 15 16 17 18 1913

21 22 23 24 25 2620

28 29 30 1 2 327

Coordinate gatherings (Thanksgiving &
Christmas)
Birthdays, anniversaries, work deadlines
Order/mail Christmas cards
Finalize out-of-town gifts

Clean & declutter
Buy or order the tree
Decorate
Shop
Sit & enjoy!!

NOVEMBER TASKS:

Start writing in those important dates, tasks and deadlines!

November

WWW.D I ANAKOKKU .COM

30
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24

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAYSUNDAY

2928 30 1 2 3

5 6 7 8 9 104

12 13 14 15 16 1711

19 20 21 22 2318

26 27 28 29 30 3125

Birthdays, anniversaries, work      
 deadlines, etc.
Finish shopping
Bake or craft
Mail out-of-town gifts

Wrap gifts
Meal plan & order groceries
Church services & programs
Sit & enjoy!!

DECEMBER TASKS:

Start writing in those important dates, tasks and deadlines!

December

WWW.D I ANAKOKKU .COM

27

Don't forget to addthese dates withreminders to yourcalendar app!

2022



Take a moment to breathe deep, commit all of these 
plans to the Lord, and ask for His grace and provision!

 
And please continue to join me on YouTube and Facebook

as we walk through this Christmas season together!
 

Lastly, I know the holidays can be hard at times and I'm really
sorry if you're hurting this Christmas season. Please know that

it's ok to not always be cheerful, and I pray that the Lord's
abundant love will meet you afresh this season. May you know

His nearness and feel His peace as never before.
 

All my love and prayers,

Diana

AND THAT'S IT. We did it!
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SHOPPING LIST

HAVE ON HAND

Print as many of these sheets as you need to plan for Thanksgiving, Christmas and other gatherings!

Holiday Meal Planner
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Holiday / Event:

2022



       

       

MEALS

The idea here is that every week will be the same. Choose your
best and most efficient recipes & keep it simple!

Weekly Meal Planner

MON TU WED TR FRI SAT SUN

LIST OF INGREDIENTS

WWW.D I ANAKOKKU .COM

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY FRIDAY SAT / SUN
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Christmas Baking Planner
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Compared to last year, I hope to bake:

RECIPE NAME                                   WHERE IS THE RECIPE FOUND?                                    

A Little Less About the Same Amount More than last year

WHERE WE'RE BRINGING OR GIVING BAKED GOODS TO:                                 



Christmas Baking Checklist
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2022

all purpose flour
other flours: ________________
___________________________
granulated sugar
brown sugar
powdered sugar
baking soda
baking powder
yeast
canned pumpkin
canned pie fil l ing: ___________
vegetable oil
other oil : __________________
corn syrup
honey 
other sweetener: __________
sweetened condensed milk
baking chocolate/almond bark
cocoa powder
chocolate chips
other chips: _______________
candy canes
marshmallows
marshmallow cream
m&m's 

Dry Ingredients:                             

tin foil
plastic wrap
parchment paper
boxes, bags, plates or containers

Packaging:                            

eggs
butter
milk & heavy cream
cream cheese
______________________________
______________________________

Dairy:                         

vanil la extract
peppermint extract
cinnamon
nutmeg
ginger
ground cloves
______________________________
______________________________

Spices & Extracts:                     

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

Other:                      
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Notes for Next Year
2023

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________



2022

THE PROGRAM

MENU IDEAS

Scones, Rolls & Sandwiches

Jar Gift Exchange

Highlight of the Year

Chat

Yogurt Parfaits

Charcuterie Board
You can't go wrong with arranging a delicious tray full of cheese, meat,
crackers, jams, fruits and nuts! You can easily find ideas & themes online!

Leave plenty of room to enjoy tea and treats and quality conversation! Include
conversation starters on the table to help facilitate more meaningful
conversation. 

Pre-fill some small clear cups with yogurt, and then lay out fruit, granola
and other toppings on a tray. You can do the same with oatmeal as well.

Depending on how well your group knows one another, this can be a meaningful
way to connect and give everyone an opportunity to share. Have everyone sit
down, and then go around the group one by one to share the best part of their past
year. If you have a large group consider splitting into smaller groups for time. 

Keep it simple with the usual tea treats of homemade (or store bought!)
scones, rolls and/or pastries. Mini chicken-salad or cucumber sandwiches
are great options too.

Follow the gift exchange guidelines on the following pages to play this fun game!

A quick note!
Be sure to send your invitations out early (even the beginning
of November) as this is a very busy time of year. You can send

a text message or in the mail!

Ideas For Hosting A
Christmas Tea

Here are some ideas to gather the ladies in your life - family,
neighbors or friends - for a meaningful time together!
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GIFT JAR IDEAS:
You can spend just a few dollars (with little treats and trinkets from the Dollar Store) or
more on gift cards, make up, drink or tea mixes, socks, gloves and more!
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There are a variety of ways to do a fun little gift exchange at your tea. Each
person can bring an ornament, Christmas socks, or this little jar!

Christmas Tea
Jar Gift Exchange

STEP 2

STEP 1 
Give everyone a jar with the little tag, or have
them get their own.

At the tea or gathering, place all of the jars
together and then follow the rules on the next
page for the gift exchange!
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What goes into this little jar? A small
gift filled with love!

A trinket, gift card, cocoa mix or
homemade Christmas fudge!

Get creative and
spruce it up...

Then bring it
with you to our
tea for gift
exchanging
 fun!

What goes into this little jar? A small
gift filled with love!

A trinket, gift card, cocoa mix or
homemade Christmas fudge!

Get creative and
spruce it up...

Then bring it
with you to our
tea for gift
exchanging
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A trinket, gift card, cocoa mix or
homemade Christmas fudge!
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spruce it up...
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with you to our
tea for gift
exchanging
 fun!
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GUIDELINES

RULES

This is the easiest way to still give gifts, but simplify or
even reuse past gifts, while still having lots of fun!

Gift Exchanges:
Guidelines & Rules
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General Gift Exchange

Gift Card Exchange

White Elephant
Bring a wrapped, new or used, useful or non-useful, funny, random, old-school or
nice gift. Use a silly or extravagant wrapping to throw people off to what's inside!

Bring a wrapped gift card for the predetermined amount (usually $15-$25).

Bring a wrapped gift at the value of the predetermined amount (usually $10, $15 or
$20). It's helpful if these items are gender and age neutral depending on the group's
demographic

Step 3

Step 2

Step 1
Players draw numbers to determine the order. They then sit in a circle in order from
lowest to highest. The gifts are placed in the center and the first player chooses a gift
and opens it.

The next player can either take the opened gift or choose from the pile and unwrap it.
This continues with each player "stealing" an opened gift or choosing from the pile.
Anyone who gets their gift stolen can do the same – choose a new gift or steal from
someone else.

After all players have had a turn, the first player gets a chance to swap the gift he or
she is holding for any other opened gift. Anyone whose gift is stolen may steal from
someone else (as long as that person hasn’t been stolen from yet). When someone
declines to steal a gift, the game comes to an end.
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ALTERNATIVES

Looking for an alternative to a traditional gift exchange? Here are a few ideas!

Other Gift Exchange Ideas

Heirlooms
Gift family memorabilia by passing down family heirlooms, jewelry and photos.

Meals
Make a favorite family recipe that can be frozen, reheated, and eaten—everyone enjoys 
a pre-prepared meal around the holidays.

Pajamas 
Everyone gives their sizes and receives a new pair of pajamas within the designated budget.

Photos
Put photos on mugs, create a photo calendar, photo album, photo blanket or other photo gift.

Games 
Each person or family brings a favorite game to gift and then play.

Re-gift
Find an item in your home you're no longer using that would be perfect for your recipient.

Books 
Each person brings a favorite book and adds it to a pile, participants select a book to open,
books can be traded once opened!

Words 
Write kind words about the recipient such as a poem or a story about why you love them.
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